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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Injection of strangeness in a many body, bound nuclear system is experimen-
tally possible by transforming one of the nonstrange nucleon to a strange 
bar3'on, for example, in a strangeness exchanging (K~, n~) reaction: the 
presence of this strangeness degree of freedom in such a system brings sub-
tle distortion which cause new symmetries and new fundamental properties 
replacing the previous ones in nuclear system. This adds a new dimen-
sion to the evolving picture of nuclear physics which often called physics of 
strangeness and may be understood from a study of hypernuclei and tlieir 
properties. Historically, the first hypernucleus of A particle was discovered 
in 1953 by the Polish scientist Danysz and Pniewski [1] in a photographic 
emulsion exposed to cosmic rays. Hypernuclei [2] are nuclei in which at least 
one of the nuclear constituents is a hyperon(Y), namely a baryon heavier 
than a nucleon and having a nonzero value of strangeness and is symboli-
cally represented by yZ, where Z denotes the number of protons, Y means 
there is one hyperon (A,E"''''"''',E"'°) and A is total number of baryons. A 
hyperon is unstable in free space and it interacts with nucleon through strong 
interaction AA'^  —> AA'' with a life time of the order of 10~^ ''^  sec. The free 
space property need not necessarily be the same as bound state properties. 
It is a established fact that binding effects lengthens this life time to the 
order of 10~^° sec and we do have the A hypernuclei in stable form, for ex-
ample, ^H, ^He, )^0, |He, iBe. Double A hypernuclei ;^^Z, containing two 
lambdas, have been shown to exist in a stable form for at least three species, 
^^He, /i^ A e^, A^ A^  ^^^ hypernuclei in the ground state. Similarly we have the 
hypernuclei in the excited [3] states in the p-shell. Pniewski and Danysz 
suggested that hypernuclei may have isomeric states which prefer to decay 
by weak hypernuclear modes rather than, as usual, by 7 - emission to its 
ground states, for example, \He*, \Li*, ]^B*, )^C*, \Li* etc. 
In simple valence quark picture [4] only the s- quark of the A, which is 
uds composite, is distinguishable. Therefore A may not be Pauli blocked in 
nuclear core and occupy any possible state. In the limit of zero quark mass, 
the neutron, proton, and hyperon satisfy SU(3) symmetry exactly. In fact, 
the s-quark is much heavier than the u and d quarks. Consequently, the A 
is measurably heavier than the neutron and proton. This breaking of SU(3) 
symmetry in the baryon-baryon force is a question of importance to our 
fundamental understanding of the baryon-baryon interaction and relation of 
hypernuclear properties to QCD. 
Now, we have the list of uniquely observed hypernuclei with their binding 
energy i.e A - separation energy in Table -1 .1 , E - separation energy in Table 
-1.2 and AA - separation energy in Table -1.3. The mass of the Hypernuclei 
is given by 
M ( ^ Z A ) = M ( ^ - ^ Z ) + M ( A ) - B A (1.1) 
where, B^ is the energy required to remove A from the hypernucleus (in its 
ground or excited state) leaving the nuclear core in its bound state. A new 
phase in hypernuclear research [5] started with the production of hypernuclei 
with 
(i) strangeness exchanging reaction (K",7r~), 
(ii) associated production reaction (7r+,/i'+) and 
(iii) electromagnetic production. 
In strangeness exchange reaction, one unit of strangeness 5 = - 1 is trans-
fered to the target nucleon converting it into the hyperon by emitting a 
pion. In associated production reaction, two strange particles with opposite 
strangeness quantum number produced from initial system of strangeness 
zero. Basic idea of electromagnetic production is to use the process 
7 + p ^ A + /^^ 
where the initial photon (7) may be real or virtual, created by electron. If 
photon is real then it is said to be photoproduction of Kaon and if photon is 
virtual we call it electroproduction of Kaon. 
Major known hypernuclear d d c ^ modes, in which strangeness is released, 
are the ones induced by the basic strangeness nonconserving weak decay 
modes: 
A^A'^TT (1.2) 
AN^NN (1.3) 
The basic idea of pionic decay eq (1.2), is responsible for the larger fraction 
of decays of very light hypernuclei with life time similar to that of a free A 
- particle, i.e ~ 10~^° sec. In medium and heavy hypernuclei the dominant 
decay mode is probably given by eq (1.3). The life time involved are believed 
to be of similar order of magnitude to that quoted above for mesonic decay 
for light hypernuclei. For the later to occure, the probability for producing a 
low momentum nucleon (as required by (1.2)) is strongly suppressed by the 
presence of other nucleons ( Pauli principle). As a result, mesonic decays are 
suppressed by order of magnitude. 
Several novel features of hyperon-nucleon interaction [5] play a significant 
role in hypernuclear physics. While analysing B^ values, some low energy 
Ap scattering data (obtained in hydrogen bubble chamber) led to the first 
determination of the phenomenological hyperon-nucleon (AA'') interaction. 
This interaction turn to be 
(i)slightly weaker than the nuclear interaction V/^ f^ r, as it does not lead 
to a AA" bound state, 
(ii) this is more attractive in spin singlet ( J A N = 0 ) than in spin triplet 
(J^^=l) state, contrary to the case of V^AT and 
(iii) this is of shorter range than the VMN- Because in AA^  interaction, 
the A (T=0) and A'^  (T=l/2) can not exchange a n (T=l), so that there is no 
dominant OPE tensor force as exists in the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The 
absence of the direct AA OPE force ensures that shorter range properties 
of baryon- baryon interaction are important in A hypernuclei. On the other 
hand, the EA interaction is not well known, it appeares to be strongly spin 
and isospin selective. It does not exhibit a long range OPE component, but 
the central potential is expected to be some what weaker than that of the 
A A force. 
This phenomenological potential could not resolve the A = 5 anomaly that 
is, anomalously small binding of ^He remained an enigma for a long time. 
Experimentally, observed BA (AHe) = 3.12 MeV while theoretically calculated 
value is BA = 5.42 MeV and we observed the calculated A-separation energy 
is about a factor of 2 too large. This is also known as overbinding problem. 
This problem can be solved by taking into account 
(i) tensor force that bind the triton and alpha particle, 
(ii) the strong AA — EN coupling that is weakened when the nucleon is 
part of a composite nuclear core state and 
(iii) three body force AA^ A" force. 
In this dissertation, we perform a realistic study of ^He hypernucleus. 
Such a study involves two- and three- body realistic forces and fully correlated 
wavefunction in the framework of microscopic many-body treatment of the 
hypernucleus. Therefore, we require NN and NNN realistic forces to describe 
the ^He nuclear core of the hypernucleus. Latest studies of light nuclei show 
that Argonne vig NN force[ll] and the Urbana model IX NNN force describe 
the experimental ground state properties. We too in this study use these 
forces to describe the nuclear core part. Also, we undertake above mentioned 
considerations for the A A and AAA forces. The inclusion of the three body 
potential is of particular importance [12, 13, 14, 15] in the study of nuclear 
ground state since there is large cancellation between the kinetic energy and 
Table 1.1: Compilation of A binding energies 
by the k~ - European collaboration [2, 6]. 
^z. 
A^H 
IH 
iHe 
iHe 
^He 
iHe 
lu 
iBe 
«He 
^ i 
«Be 
A^Li 
^Be 
^B 
\«Be 
re 
VB 
\^B 
\^c 
,V^ c 
,V'c 
A'N 
Number of Events 
204 
155 
279 
1784 
31 
14 
226 
35 
6 
787 
68 
8 
222 
4 
1 
10 
73 
87 
-
34* 
-
14 
BA ± A BA MeV 
0.13 ± 0.015 
2.04 ± 0.05 
2.39 ± 0.03 
3.12 ± 0.02 
4.25±0.10 
(a) 
5.58±0.03 
5.16±0.08 
7.16±0.70 
6.80±0.03 
6.84±0.05 
8.53±0.15 
6.71±0.04 
7.88±0.15 
9.30±0.26 
8.89±0.12 
10.24±0.05 
11.37±0.06 
10.76±0.19 
11.22±0.08* 
12.17±0.33 
13.59±0.15 
from experiments performed 
the two body potential energy. We will discuss this force later in detail. 
Such a study may further be generalized for s-shell hypernuclei which may 
enable us to bridge the gap in our fundamental understanding of baryon-
baryon forces. Our plan is following. In chapter-2, we discuss AN interac-
tion in great detail. In chapter-3 we have discussed Few- body systems like 
A=3: IH Hypertriton, A=4: Isodoublet \H and \He and A=5: ^He and 
Overbinding. The Monte Carlo technique along with its various components 
and the many -body treatment of the hypernucleus is described in chapter-4. 
Our results are discussed in Chapter-5. 
Table 1.2: From the Emulsion technique, the binding energy B= of the r. 
hypernuclei is available which are listed below [7]. 
^ZH 
iHe 
'JB 
^c 
l^C 
'JO 
H?A1 
29'30^g 
Bs ± ABnCMeV) 
5.9±1.2 
9.2±2.2 
18.1±3.2 
16.0±4.7 
16.0±5.5 
23.2±6.8 
2.4 ±6.3 
Table 1.3: Only three double A hypernuclei have been identified in Emulsion 
exposed to K~ beam [8, 9, 10]. 
A 7 
iAHe 
i°ABe 
BA±ABA(MeV) 
10.92db0.6 
17.70±0.08 
27.6±0.7 
Chapter 2 
Various studies of AA^  
interaction 
2.1 Theoretical studies of AN interaction 
The AN forces are generated by the exchange (emission or absorption) of 
mesons, a process to great extent akin to NN forces with the A particle 
having isospin TA = 0; a single pion can not be exchanged between A particle 
and a nucleon N, hence one pion exchange(OPE) 
A -^ A+TT, 
contribution does not arise for the AA'' interaction because also strangeness 
is a good quantum number for strong interaction. However, the two pious 
N 
N 
Figure 2.1: OPE diagram of the following type does not contribute for the 
AA'' interaction. 
exchange (TPE) 
A -^ E + TT ^ A +7r +7r, 
or more pion exchange generate the long range two body (R = 0.7frn = 
(2 rn^r)"^) ^^ force. The exchange of K meson, produced in the Yukawa 
interaction 
A ^ N + K-, 
give rise to additional short range forces (R = m^^ ^ 0.4 fm). In addition 
to the pion and K - mesons there are other more massive mesons e.g the 77 
- meson, (548 MeV), tu - meson (782 MeV) etc. which contribute to the 
short range A7V force, depicted in the fig(2.2). i.e a two body AA'^  tensor 
A 
A 
K 
Jt 
N X 
N A 
K 
Figure 2.2: The most important contribution to the A A'' potential 
force is generated by the exchange of K, 77 and w - mesons. The AA^  spin 
orbit interaction is believed to be generated by the exchange of a {ooO MeV), 
K (500 MeV), w (782 MeV) and K* mesons. These exchange diagram are 
shown in fig(2.3). 
Figure 2.3: The contribution of different meson exchange to AA" interaction 
The analyses of the BA values, plus some low energy Ap scattering data 
(obtained in hydrogen bubble chamber) led to first determination of the AJV 
interaction VAN- This interaction turn out to be (i) slightly weaker than the 
nuclear interaction VMN, as it does not lead to AA^  bound state (the observed 
hypernucleus is the hypertriton ^H i.e Apn system), (ii) more attractive in 
spin singlet (JAAr=0) than in the spin triplet {3\M = 1) state - contrary to 
the case of Vj^^ and (iii)VAAf is of shorter range than VNN-
It has been found that the depth of the potential well VQ in the A.Y 
case (~ 18.5) is less than the depth of the well describing the bound n - p 
state in the case of the deutron. We compare the energy of separation of 
a A hyperon from a A nucleus i.e BA, and the energy of the separation of 
Table 2.1: The values of scattering length and effective range in the case of 
AA^  and NN interaction. 
scattering length(a) fm. 
Effective range(r) fm 
'So 
AN 
-2.3 
3.2 
NN 
-23.7 
2.74 
AN 
-1.9 
3.4 
NN 
5.42 
1.77 
the nucleon from the corresponding normal nucleus i.e BA .^ We can draw a 
conclusion that a AN interaction is weaker than the NN interaction. This 
can be further illustrated by the fact that the deutron binding energy is 2.25 
MeV while the AA'^  binding energy for a two body sysytem is supposed to be 
negative. Even in three body system like (a Anp), the binding energy is only 
0.13 ± 0.05 MeV. Hence the conclusion is that for a A - nucleus, BA < -DA'-
By assuming the singlet interaction i.e S = 0 in which spin are aligned 
antiparallel to be stronger than the triplet interaction i.e S = 1 in which spin 
are aligned parallel. It means that the calculation of BA is in agreement, 
which can also be inferred that the \H and f^ He hypernuclei have J'^  =0"*^  
ground state and J'' =1"'' excited states. We can understand the difference 
between the NN interaction and AA^  interaction by comparing the value of 
scattering length and effective ranges tabulated in the Table(2.l). From the 
data of effective range it is quite safe to conclude that the inner repulsive core 
cancels a large part effectively to be of long range. The forward to backward 
ratio of the AA'^  scattering cross - section indicates that the strength of the 
p-state interaction is roughly half of the strength of the s-state interaction. 
A A particle may be converted to tlie E particle by emitting or absorbing 
a pion and, therefore, the OPE type interaction with a strong tensor compo-
nents contributes to the AA^  —> T,N coupling. This coupling is important in 
describing the overbinding problem. Bodmer [16] suggested that over-bind-
ing problem of ^He hypernucleus may be solved by taking into account the 
coupling to the T, channel due to fast process AA' o EA'-I-A, where A = M^. 
- Mj\ = 80 MeV. Let us consider the ^He hypernucleus, i.e, the A-(-a system 
which in its ground state has the isospin 7 = 0. The lowest order in which 
the AE coupling contributes to the BA(^He)is the second order with the 
T, + a intermediate state with 7 = 0. This requires (since IE = 1) that the a 
particle in the intermediate state should have !« = 1. Now the threshold for 
excitation of I^ = 1, states of a is at least 20 MeV above the ground state, 
and this leads to a strong suppression of the contribution of the AE coupling 
to BAaHe). 
The mechanism of suppression of the AS coupling in the A -\- nuclear 
matter system is similar, and the Bruckner type calculation of BA(OO) with 
the Nijmagen baryon-baryon interaction [17, 18], which contain the AE cou-
pling, gives BA(C») = 30 MeV [19], a similar result was obtained with Bonn 
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interaction extended to the strange sector [20]. Unfortunately, the calcu-
lations are burdened by the uncertain accuracy of the applied approximate 
form of the Brueckner theory. The important role of E channel, only 80 MeV 
above the A channel, makes hypernuclei very interesting system. A similar 
phenomena in ordinary nuclei- an admixture of excited nucleon states (res-
onance) is much more subtle. Here even for lightest A (3,3) resonance, the 
distance to the A channel is MA - Mjv = 300 MeV. 
Theoretically the AA'^  interaction are studied through a phenomenological 
analysis of the available data. Herndon and Tang [21] made a detailed anal-
ysis of the s-shell hypernuclei using phenomenological hard core two body 
AA'^  central potential constructed by hp scattering data. A good fit to BA 
for ^He, jl^ H and jl^ He was obtained. The ^He was found to be over bound by 
about 2 MeV. The problem of overbinding of ^He could not be resolved by 
the inclusion of central and noncentral three body AA'^ A'^  force. The inclusion 
of realistic NN interaction charecterized by a tensor force in the analysis of 
Bando [22] and Shimodaya could reduce the overbinding of ^He by about 
half. Shinmura [23] considered AA^  tensor force with a A'^ A^  tensor force and 
found a good fit to the B^ of ^He. Bodmer [24] with a central Urbana type 
AiV interaction, consistent with the AA'' scattering analysed the binding en-
ergy of hypernuclei ^He, ^He, ^B, \^C and A - binding of infinite nuclear 
matter. It was concluded that a repulsive Wigner type three body IvNN 
potential is quite adequate to explain the overbinding of ^He. The detailed 
account of this analysis is given in next sections. Bedijian [25] found a weak 
spin dependence of the two body AN interaction. Boussy [26] also found 
a weak spin dependence in the A7V force of 6 function form, based on the 
analysis of the spectroscopy data, in the s, d and p - shell hypernuclei. Gal 
[27] made an analysis of p - shell hypernuclei within the shell model frame 
work using the intermediate coupled wave functions of Soper [28] for the 
core nuclei. It was found that a central two body AA'^  potential is unable 
to give a satisfactory account of the data. Therefore, it was assumed that 
a noncentral AA/" and three body AATA' forces are present. Straub [29] has 
studied the hyperon^nucleon scattering in the nonrelativistic quark cluster 
model, where the medium and long range part of the hyperon-nucleon inter-
action is described by the OBE and short range part of the interaction by 
the gluon exchange between quarks. However, the model is yet to take its 
final form. Meson theoretical model has been widely studied and developed 
by the Nijmegen [30] model of NN interaction in OBE potential. 
A nonperturbative variational calculation [31] has been made for s - shell 
hypernuclei and dress the A and TP hypernuclei with off mass shell pion 
pairs. The analysis replaces the scalar isoscalar potential by quantum co-
herent states. The binding energies of'*+"^i/e (n=0,l,2..) agree quite well 
with RMF result. The experimental binding energies of ^He and ^He are 
reasonably well reproduced in this calculation. 
The AN spin- orbit splitting in ^Be and ]^C was studied with the OBE 
AN [32]. In the microscopic 2a + A(3Qf + A) model for ^Be, ]^C, all the 
available Nijmegen OBE model AA'^  interaction leads to a wide range of 
splitting of 0.08 - 0.20 MeV in ^Be and 0.39 - 0.96 MeV in ^^C. On the other 
hand, if we use the information from quark model AA'' interaction which have 
generally large antisymmetric spin - orbit (ALS) force. Splitting becomes the 
half of the smallest OBE model prediction. 
Using realistic YN interaction [33] single particle energies of A and S 
hyperons in the several nuclei are obtained from the relevent self energies. 
Eventual differences in single particle binding energies may therefore help in 
further constraining the YN interaction. The single particle binding energies 
calculated at first order with a nuclear matter G matrix depend quite strongly 
on the fixed starting energy and density employed. 
Skyrme - Hartree fock treatment of A and AA hypernuclei with G matrix 
motivated interaction gives [34] (i) well depth D A 27.5 -^ 29.9 MeV and po-
larizing property (i.e polarization of nuclear core due to presence of A) induce 
a slight contraction of nuclear core (about 0.5 % in light nuclei and about 0.1 
% in heavy hypernuclei '^^ ^Pb) larger contraction connect with smaller radii 
nearly zero polarization give large A orbit, (ii) The binding energy values in 
'^ "^Pb ground state increases by only 0.20 - 0.4 MeV. Study of coherent A-E 
coupling in s - shell hypernuclei [35] found that the suppression due to two 
body AA^  — EN coupling solves the overbinding problem in ^He but it, in 
term, causes a severe underbinding in the four body system. The shortage 
of this binding is overcome by introducing explicitely the AE coupling which 
is equivalent to the ANN three body force. The quark model description of 
hyperon-nucleon forces [36] is studied from the spin flavour SU(6) and flavour 
SU(3) symmetry point of view. Quark exchange interaction predicts strong 
antisymmetric spin-orbit force between the hyperon and nucleon. Interaction 
of hypertriton with nuclei at high energies [37] to determine the hypertriton 
binding energy with high precession, to refine information on the Ad interac-
tion. The A single particle binding energies BA of hypernuclei are calculated 
microscopically using the Fermi Hypernatted Chain(FHNC) technique [38] 
to obtain our AA'^  and ANN potential, the A binding D(p) to nuclear matter 
and effective mass. The best fit to the data give a large p dependence equiv-
alent to an A dependent strength consistent with the variational calculations 
of A He indicating an effective AA'^ A'^  dispersive potential increasingly repul-
sive with A whose likely interpretation is in terms of dispersive plus TPE 
ANN potential. 
The A''A^  OBE potential due to Ueda, Riewe and Green's [39] is extended 
to AA'^  and AA system in the frame work of the nonet mesons and the SU(3) 
invariance. The AA^  5^*0 phase shift is found to be more attractive than the 
^5i. No bound state exist in the AA system. The AA ^SQ phase shift is 
similar to the AN ^SQ. Unitary model operator approach (UMOA) [40] is 
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formulated for the description of A hypernuclei. The method is applied to 
yO. A A-nucleon effective interaction is derived, taking the coupling of the 
EA'^  channel in to account. 
Two frequency shell model for hypernuclei [41] is proposed for investigat-
ing the structure of hypernuclei starting with hyperon-nucleon potential in 
free space. In a calculation using the folded diagram method for )f 0 , the A 
single particle energies is found to have a saturation minimum at an oscillator 
frequency hu)\ = 10 MeV, for the A orbit, which is considerably smaller than 
hwA = 14 MeV for nucleon orbit. The AATA' three body interction induced 
by AN — EN transition are important for the spin parameter, but relatively 
unimportant for the low lying states of AN in ]f O. 
2.2 Experimental studies on AA'^  interact ion 
Although the free hyperon-nucleon interaction can be directly measured [42. 
43], experiments are difhcult due to low beam intensity and short life times. 
Production and Scattering in the same target are automatically required. 
Angular distribution and polarization have been measured at a few energies, 
particularly for the AA'^  system, but data are too sparse and imprecise for 
phase shift analysis. Unlike N — N interaction AA'^  interaction is obtained 
from the following sources: 
1) A- nucleon scattering experiment, 
2) Hyperon binding energy in hypernuclei, 
3) Hypernuclear decay. 
2.2.1 The A-Nucleon Scattering Experiment 
The only direct information on low momentum AA'^  interaction stems fioni 
two bubble chamber experiment [44, 45] that measured the differential and 
elastic scattering cross-section for Ap below 300 MeV/c. In the hydrogen 
bubble chamber a stopped K~ reacts with proton giving the sources of A 
particles either directly in the reaction [45] 
K- +p^A'^ + 7r^ 
K-+ p-^ J:° + TT^^ 
UAO + 7 
or via the production of E particles. From the E~ interaction 
E- -f- p ^ A° + n 
E- - f -p -^E° + n 
UA" + T 
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Table 2.2: The cross-section for Ap elastic scattering as a function of incident 
laboratory momentum. 
Momentum 
Interval 
PA (lab) 
120-150 
150-180 
180-210 
210-240 
240-270 
270-330 
Average 
Momentum 
(MeV/c) 
135 
165 
194 
226 
252 
293 
No.of accepted 
events 
14 
28 
49 
54 
59 
20 
Cross-section (mb) 
209±58 
177±38 
153±27 
111±18 
87±13 
46±11 
the geometrical criteria were applied and 224 scattering events were chosen. 
Kinematical reconstruction of the Ap scattering events gives the value of the 
incoming A momentum. The measurement has been done in momemtum 
interval between 120 and 320 MeV/c. The cross-section for the Ap elas-
tic scattering as a function of incident A laboratory momentum have been 
tabulated in Table(2.2) [46]. 
The measured cross-section is dominated by s-wave scattering. Only at 
the highest measured momentum is a small forward to backward asymmetry 
observed indicating a p-wave contribution to the scattering cross-section. 
The cross-section thus obtained were analysed in terms of effective range 
theory. The cross-section was written in terms of two singlet and two triplet 
parameters. Thus a = a^ + a^, 
+ 
37r 
K'^ + [(-1/a,) + l/2rosk']^ K^ + [(-1/at) + l/2rotk'' 2]2- (2.i; 
where, as and Oj are the singlet and triplet scattering lengths respectively. TOS 
and Tot are the corresponding effective ranges. Then the Ap elastic scattering 
cross- section data Table (2.2) were used together with the equation (2.1) 
and with the help of least square fitting [x^- fitting) the following values 
of Os, at, Tos and rot (in the energy range 110-330 MeV/c) were obtained 
as ^ 2.0fm, Tos = 5.0fm at = -2.2fm, rot = 3.5fm. 
Alexandar [44] performed the Ap scattering experiment in a bubble cham-
ber. Using the effective range approximation they analysed the experimental 
Ap scattering data consisting of six data points in the cm energy range of 
about 2 to 20 MeV. Their result were: af=-1.6fm, r^^t = 3.3fm a^ = - 1.8m, 
rPj = 2.8fm. Londergan and Dalitz [46] assumed the weak spin dependence 
of Ap interaction, where the triplet terra dominates the cross-section due to 
its statistical weight and therefore, they took Us = at = a, Vos = rot = To so 
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that 
47r 
' ' " / ^ 2 + [ ( - l /a ) + l/2roA;2p- ^^'^^ 
The fit of the experimental data [44, 45] using equation (2.2) comes out a 
straight line and yielding values: a — -1.8fm, TQ = 3.16fm. Therefore it 
was concluded that Ap interaction is weaker than the A'^ A'^  interaction and 
therefore there is no Ap bound state. 
Ali [47] made an analysis of the available Ap scattering data using Yukawa 
AA^  interaction based on the effective range approximation. They include in 
their calculation purely attractive Yukawa potential as well as the ones with 
hard cores. The best fits to aexp helped in determining the AA^  potentials. 
(A) Yukawa AN potential(Purely attractive) 
For purely attractive Yukawa AN potential we have, 
Vs = vt = -f/(//V47r) exp(-//r)//ir (2.3) 
where, /x = 1.024/Tn"^ corresponding to 6 = 2.07 fm and U = 454 MeV 
fm^ is the common volume integral of the singlet and triplet potential and 
s^ ^ St ~ 0.575. 
(B) Hard core Yukawa AA^  Potential 
For hard core Yukawa AA^  potential we have, 
Vs = oo r < re, (2.4) 
Vs = -Wsexp{-^r)//jr r > r^ (2.5) 
Vt = oo r < Tc, (2.6) 
Vt =—Wtexp{—pLr)/fj,r r > TC- (2.7) 
For rc=OA fm, /i = 2A2fm-^ corresponding to 6 = 2.07fm, W^ =1118 MeV, 
Ss = 0.805, Wt = 929AMeV, St = 0.669. 
For rc=0.6 fm, /x = 2.39/m~^ corresponding to 6 = 2.4 fm, Wg = 3095Mey, 
s, = 0.758, Wt = 3095Mey and St = 0.758. 
Fast [48] obtained the E"*" — p andAp low energy scattering parameters 
using the experimental cross-section data. These low energy E+p and Ap 
scattering parameter was used in a hyperon-nucleon interaction model. The 
model is described by the OBE potential which was used in to a coupled 
channel schrodinger equation. In the Ap system,the model has two param-
eters which were the radii of the singlet and triplet repulsive hard core of 
pure / = 1/2 state. Fast et. al. obtained the values for the effective range: 
as = -1 .7±0 .5 fm, r, = 2.5lo:5 fm., at = -1 .5±0.05 fm, n = 2.0±0.05 fm. 
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Table 2.3: 
AN scattering lengths and effective ranges that results from number of po-
tential model representation 
MODEL 
Nijinegen D 
Nijmegen F 
Nijmegen SC 
Julich A 
Julich A 
REFERENCE 
[36] 
[36] 
[37] 
[38] 
[39] 
a'^ 
-1.90 
-2.29 
-2.78 
-1.56 
-2.04 
rU*^ 
3.72 
3.17 
2.88 
1.43 
0.64 
«V 
-1.96 
-1.88 
-1.41 
-1.59 
-1.33 
rl^ 
3.24 
3.36 
3.11 
3.16 
3.91 
A phase shift analysis of the existing data is not a practical possibility. 
Furthermore, neither meson exchange model nor QCD inspired quark- gluon 
model of the strong interaction have sufficient predictive power to enable one 
to model ab initio AA'' force. To date the limited AN and EA'' cross-section 
measurements have been grouped with the more plentiful NN scattering data 
in a combined analysis to constrain the OBE models which have been suc-
cessful in describing the A''A'' interaction. Table(2.3) lists the AN scattering 
lengths and effective ranges that results from a number of potential model 
representation [49, 50, 51, 52] of the data. 
The diversity in values indicates how poorely determined are the param-
eter of the low energy effective range expansion. 
2.2.2 Hyperon Binding Energy in Hypernuclei 
The binding energies of the A particle in the nuclear ground states give 
one of the basic piece of information of the A - nucleus interaction. Most 
of the observed hypernuclear decays take place from the ground states be-
cause the electromagnetic transitions are generally faster than the weak de-
cay of A particle. The only exceptions are a few decays from isomeric states. 
The kinematical analysis of decay fragments in nuclear emulsion is still the 
best method for determining the binding energy of A particle in the hyper-
nucleus. Experience shows that only decays with charged mesons and all 
fragments producing visible tracks can be considered when measuring hy-
pernuclear binding energies. These conditions can only be realized in light 
hypernuclei, hence the binding energies of hypernuclei with A < 16 can be 
determined by using this method. 
The binding energy of A in the ground state is defined by 
BA{g.s) = Mcore + M A - MHY (2.8) 
The mass Mcore is merely the mass of the nucleus that is left in the ground 
state after the A particle is removed. The BA values , taken from the data 
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Table 2.4: A - binding energies values of hypernuclei taken from the data of 
the European K' Collaboration. 
Hypernuclei ^Z 
^H 
^H 
^He 
iHe 
Itie 
«He 
^Li 
iLi 
^ALi 
^ABe 
«Be 
^ABe 
i«Be 
IB 
•OB 
VB 
.\'B 
i2r" 
A ^ 13f< 
A ^ 
A ^ 
i^ N 
5A (MeV) 
0.13±0.05 
2.04±0.04 
2.39±0.03 
3.12±0.02 
4.18±0.10 
7.16±0.70 
5.58±0.03 
6.80±0.03 
8.53±0.15 
5.16±0.08 
6.84±0.05 
6,71±0.04 
9.11±0.22 
7.88±0.15 
8.89±0.12 
10.24±0.05 
11.37±0.06 
10.76±0.19 
11.69±0.12 
12.17±0.33 
13.59±0.15 
of the Europian K~ collaboration [53] are summarized in Table (2.4). Ii is 
very unlikely that BA (g.s) of hypernuclei with A > 16 can be determined 
by analysis of their decays, because the decay of a heavy hypernuclei can 
not be identified uniquely. The upper limit for 5 A (ground state) in lieavy 
hypernuclei can however, be obtained from the observed decays accompanied 
by pion emission [54]. Hypernuclei with A ~ 100 are not expected to have a 
strong variation of B\[g.s) with mass number A. A small fraction of heavy 
hypernuclei decays by emission of ir". Most of the TT" , however, are absorbed 
by the nucleus, so less than 1% of the decays are accompanied by a visible 
7r~ track. A large samples of such hypernuclear decays has been analysed, 
and the maximum IT~ energy has been determined. The Q value for the 
A —> p + 7r~ decay is 35.7MeV, which must be shared by the proton and 
pion. In the nucleus all proton states are occupied up to the fermi surface. 
Because of the Pauli principle the proton produced in the A decay can not 
remain strongly bound in the nucleus and will jump at least to the lowest 
unoccupied level. In heavy nuclei the energetically lowest free levels are at 
the binding energy of about 8 MeV. Taking this into account , the upper 
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limit for A binding energy in heavy hypernuclei has been esimated to be 
BA = 22.7 ± 0.4 MeV [54]. At present this number is the most important 
piece of information for determing the depth of the potential well of the A 
particle in the nucleus. 
2.2.3 Hypernuclear Decay 
The decay properties of hypernucleus are also studied to get the information 
on the AA'' interaction. There are three decay modes of hypernuclei 
(i) strong decay, 
(ii) weak decay and 
(iii) electromagnetic decay. 
The life time of strong decay mode is very small and the detectors are 
not sensitive enough to record the spectrum of the outgoing particles in these 
decays. The electromagnetic decay studied through the 7 - ray transition 
of the excited hypernucleus which decays to the ground state. The weak 
hypernuclear decays have been more rigorously studied due to the longer life 
time and more limpid experimental interpretations. A A hyperon bound to 
a nucleus, decays with a life time of weak processes r ~ 10"^° sec. This life 
time is longer than the normal strong and electromagnetic nuclear decays. 
A hypernucleus in a (K", TT") reaction is formed in a excited state with the 
A in one of its higher orbits. Through the electromagnetic decay or nuclear 
auger process, the hyperon comes to the lowest (Is) nuclear shell model orbit 
i.e the ground state from where it decays through the weak processes. 
The weak decay of A hypernuclei was observed first in the 1950's. The 
wggk decay of A hypernuclei is the first cousin to the /3 decay of conventional 
(S=0) nuclei. A hypernuclei in their ground state decays via weak interaction 
by two different decay modes 
(A) mesonic decay and 
(B) nonmesonic decay. 
(A) Mesonic Decay 
Mesonic decay mode is dominant decay mode in light hypernuclei. The free 
A decays principally via the pionic decay modes 
A -^ p + TT- + 38MeV (64%) 
A -> ra + 7r° + 41 MeV (36%) 
The schematic representation for the mesonic decay has been shown in Fig(2.4). 
An s quark converts to a u(or d) quark through the exchange of a interme-
diate vector Boson (IVB). Life time of A in free space is T/^ = ~- = ~ = 
2.63 X 10~^°sec. The practical result is that the ratio of pionic decay widths 
is j?^ ~ 1.9 which is given approximately by the ratio of the square of the 
Clebsh - Gorden cofficients in the A / = | amplitude. Pionic decays of A 
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Figure 2.4: Quark diagram for nonleptonic weak lambda interaction pr( 
cesses. 
particles in hypernuclei tend to be suppressed by the Pauli exclusion princi-
ple. Since the momentum carried by a nucleon emitted in such a transition is 
Piv = y/2mMKEr^ ~ 100 MeV/c and energy KE^ '^ -""^"^jf"-- ^ 5 Me\'. 
Thus, the momentum is below the Fermi level {pj = 270MeV/c) for most nu-
clei, and the Nn decay is Pauli blocked. Thus usually mesonic decay channel 
are effectively shutout. This would seem to lead to hypernuclear life times 
which are extremely long compared to the 260 picosecond life time of a free 
A. Level widths for TT" and TT^ mesonic decay are represented as r„(7r~) = 
A -^ p+7r- + 38Mey-(BA-i?p),r„(7rO) = A -> n+ir^+AlMeV-{D^-D,,). 
The width F^ ^ for pion emission is sensitive to the pion wave function in tlie 
nuclear interior, which is not well determined by the more peripheral pion 
elastic scattering process. Thus the A —> N-n in a nucleus affords a novel test 
of the low energy TT - nucleus optical potential. Thus effect of distortion is 
to increase F^ ;^ through high momentum components induced into pion wave 
function. Although F^ generally decreases with mass number A as a result 
of the increased Pauli blocking, there are marked variation of the F^^- /T^o 
that reflects shell structure. The available data are not sufficiently accurate 
to test the enhancement in F^ r due to pion distortion nor the predictions for 
F^-/F,rO. Barnes [55, 56] quotes: 
TA 
= O.ielgjf for ^He and 0.06lg;gf for ]^C similarly ^ = 0.43 ± 0.10 
for ^He and O.OSloloa for j^ ^C compared to the predictions with the Michigun 
State University (MSU) [57] pion potential or with undistorted plane waves 
(PW) [58] for the pion: 
^ = 0.15 (MSU), 0.09 (PW) for ^He and 0.17 (MSU), 0.08 (PW) for ^^c 
similarly ^ = 0.32 (MSU), 0.18 (PW) for ^He and 0.13 (MSU), 0.06 (PW) 
for \^C. 
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Motoba et. al. [59] studied the w rnesonic decay of p - shell and s d - shell 
hypernuclei, where they employed the shell model wave functions with the 
density dependent Hartee Fock function. They found the summed decay 
(Fj = F o^ + F^-) rate of n^ and n" decreases with mass and each decay rate 
(F;rO, F;r-) shows a nontrivial and characteristic variation with mass rmmber 
A which reflects the shell structure effects. 
(B) Nonmesonic Decay 
Cheston and Primakoff [60] pointed out long ago that an alternative decay 
mechanism is available to a lambda within the nuclear medium. The A 
can decay by interacting with one of its fellow nucleons: A + N ^ N + N. 
In this situation, assuming that the energy is split evenly between the two 
outgoing nucleons, we have p^ = y/2mMKEt^r ~ iOOMeV/c and energy 
KE/^r ~ ('•"A-m,v) ^ gQMeV which is well above the Fermi surface, allowing 
this decay mechanism to proceed essentially uninhibited. 
Nonmesonic decay is the dominant decay mode for all except lightest A 
hypernuclei. The nonmesonic decay process provides our primary means of 
exploring the four Fermion, strangeness changing A + N —> N + N weak 
interaction. The AA'^ p weak vertex can be investigated by no other means. 
The large momentum transfer in the nonmesonic decay process implies that 
it probes short distances and might, therefore, expose the role of explicit 
quark/gluon substructure of the baryons. The nonmesonic decay modes of 
the A 
A + n -> n + n + 1 TGA/eV; (2.9) 
A+p^n+p+177MeV. (2.10) 
Thi' schematic representation of nonmesonic decay have been shown in Fig(2.5) 
This nonmesonic decay modes can occure only within the nuclear medium. 
The 17G MeV energy release in the neutron stimulated equation (2.9) and 
proton stimiualted equation (2.10) decay corresponds to final state nucleon 
momentum of the order of 420 MeV/c, corresponding to a distance scale of 
order of 0.5 fm. Thus we do not expect long range one pion exchange (OPE) 
to dominate. The light hypernuclei system ^H, ^H, \}ie and ^He play a 
central role in this investigation, since they enable us to extract information 
on the spin - isospin dependence of the AA'^  —> A'^A'^  conversion. 
The life time was measured by asscertaining the hypernuclear production 
time {tp) and hypernuclear decay time (id) for every individual event and the 
difference {td — tp). It was found that the neutron and proton stimulated 
decays are equally important. The predominance of the nonmesonic decay 
rates at large A is due to the following 
(i) the increased binding energy of the A in heavier hypernuclei sharply 
restricted the phase space available to the mesonic decay, 
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Figure 2.5: Quaxk diagram for nonleptonic weak lambda interaction process. 
(ii) the heavier nuclei have fewer available states for the slowing recoiling 
nucleon from the masonic decay (Pauli blocking), 
(iii) the increased nucleon density of the heavier hypernuclei increases the 
overlap of the lambda-nucleon wave functions and therefore increasing tlie 
nonmesonic rate. 
The nonmesonic weak process conser\es neither parity, isospin nor strangenes.s. 
In the NN weak interaction, which governs parity mixing in conventional nu-
clei it is impossible to see the parity conserving components. In contrast, 
the A + N —^ N + N transition exposes both parity conserving and parity 
nonconserving components of the interaction. The total nonmesonic decay 
rate Tnm = "^np + Trin, appears to be relatively insensitive to details of the 
weak interaction model employed. In contrast, the r„p/r„n ratio appears to 
be directly related to specific meson exchange componenets (7r,p,/<",...) of 
the weak hamiltonian and sensitive to the question of whether the A / = | 
rule holds for nonmesonic decay. 
Recent counter experiment have been performed at BNL for lighter sys-
tem. This implies that the neutron stimulated decay dominates the process. 
Hence the simple model calculation appears to face a problem. Dubach et. 
al. [61] have suggested that if one includes the / = | meson exchange (i.e K 
k K*) in addition to isovector (TT and p) mesons ,as shown in Fig(2.6), then 
the r„„/r„p ratio can be altered drastically. The phenomenological analysis 
of Block and Dalitz [62] led to the conclusion that 
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Figure 2.6: Meson exchange diagrams for weak decay of a A hypernuclei 
(i) the difference appears in the ratio Pn/Fp of neutron stimulated 
(An —> nn) to proton stimulated (Ap —> np) nonmesonic decay rates, 
and (ii) for isovector (TT + p) exchange, one expects [63] F„/Fp 
The latest experiment [64] in ^He reports a value F^/Fp ?ii l-3;l;'i.3 
et. al. [65] has given values 0.8 - 2.0. Kenyon et. al. [66] found the limit 
Tn/rp > 1-4. The inclusion of heavy meson exchange, most importantly the 
K, augments the F„/Fp. Dubach [61] gives Fn/Fp ?ii ^ for s - wave {i= 0) 
AA'^  pairs with spin - isospin weights appropriate to an N = Z core. A similar 
result Fn/Fp ~ 0.37 is obtained with a hybrid quark model description [67;. 
In summary, precision measurement of the nonmesonic decay partial rates 
are needed to determine (i) the structure of the meson exchange description 
of the weak hamiltonian, (ii) whether the A/ = | rule which characterizes 
the pionic decay process and CP violation, also applies to the A4-A'^  -^ N+N 
decay of hyeprnucleus. 
2.3 Phenomenological AA^  Potent ia l : 
In this section, we breifly describe the two baryon interaction. Unlike the 
NN interaction single-pion exchange is forbidden in AN interaction. The two-
pion exchange(TPE) is a dominant part of the AA'' potential that is mainly 
determined by the strong tensor OPE exchange component acting twice. 
The tensor part of the A A'' interaction is very weak because the short range 
K' and K* exchange that are responsible for this are of opposite sign and 
nearly cancel each other. There is the K exchange interaction that primarily 
contributes to the A A'' exchange potential. 
We use an Urbana type [68] potential with spin and space exchange com-
ponents and a TPE tail which is consistent with Ap scattering below the E 
threshold. 
VAN{r) = Vo{r){l -£ + ePi) + -Wc(r)T^(r)aA.a/v, 
vo = Va{r) - Vcir) - vT^(r), 
t;c = l + 
Wr 
exp(r - R)/a' 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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where 7]r(r) is the OPE tensor potential 
T, = (1 + 3/x + 3/3,2)exp(-z)^^ _ ^^^(^_^p^^2 ^2.14) 
X 
X=/ir, /x =0.7fin~^ is the pion mass, and the cut off parameter c = 2.0 fm"'^ . 
Pj. is the Space- exchange operator and e is the corresponding exchange 
parameter. The v = {vs + 3i't)/4 and v^ = Vg — Vt are, respectively the spin 
average and spin dependent strengths, where Vs and Vt denote singlet and 
'triplet state depthsj respectively. Finally, VC{T) is a Short range Woods-
Saxon repulsive potential. The various parameters are 
V, = Q.33MeV,Vt = 6.lMeV,e = Q.ZMeV (2.15) 
W^ = 2137MeV, R = 0.5/m, a = 0.2/m. (2.1G) 
These parameters are consistent with the low energy Ap scattering data that 
essentially determined the spin average potential v. The parameter e for the 
space exchange strength is fairly well determined from the A single particle 
scattering data[69]. For a detailed account of the determination of the other 
parameters, see reference [13]. 
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Chapter 3 
Few- body Systems 
It is now believed that the fundamental constituents of hadronic matter are 
quarks and gluons. At low energies, however most of the effects, which are 
originally due to quarks, are described by mesons and baryons and the explicit 
introduction of quark degrees of freedom is usually unnecessary. One excep-
tion is Pauli principle on the quark level. It has played a crucial role in under-
standing the single hadron spectroscopy and some features of hadron- hadron 
interaction. The Pauli effect is most explicit in the quark cluster model, which 
will be used for studying one- and two- baryon systems with strangeness. The 
question remains whether we can successfully calculate the physical proper-
ties of few- body systems in terms of a phenomenological hyperon- nucleon 
interaction without the need to include explicit quark/gluons degrees of free-
dom. It is certainly expected that the investigation of few- body hypernuclear 
systems offers the best chance of pressing this question to a firm conclusion. 
Since we need the s- quark with its constituent mass of about 500 Me\' in 
addition to the u- and d- quarks whose constituent masses are about 300 
MeV. 
3.1 A=3: Hypertriton 
In order to get the information about YN interaction, we study the few-
body systems, for example: Hypertriton. Hypertriton is a laboratory to 
investigate the YN interaction. The deutron plays an imporatant role in the 
non- strange sector by constraining model of the A'A'^  force . Because neither 
the A7V nor the IIN interaction possess the suffcient strength to support a 
bound state, the hypertriton plays this role in the hypernuclear physics. The 
^ = 3 hypertriton ^H is the lightest 5 = - 1 multi baryons bound system. 
It is the ground state of the AA'^ A'^  system that must be used to constrain 
models of the YN force. Emulsion studies have specified the A- separation 
energy [70]. However, the binding occurs only because the A clings tenuously 
to the deutron in almost the molecular type state. The A- separation energy 
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B/>^{\H) = B{\H) - Bi^H), the energy required to remove the A from the 
hypertriton leaving behind the deutron, was only B/^{\H) — 0.13ai0.05MeV'. 
[Here, B^H) = -E{^H) = 2.225MeV). Analysis of its TT" weak decay has 
determined its spin and parity [71]. The pionic weak decay of the \H was 
used to establish that the spin is | and | (the spin of A is | ) , and this implies 
that the AA'' spin- singlet force is stronger than the spin- triplet force, at least 
in the \H bound state. Because the A has spin J'^ = | , it can couple to 
the spin- 1 deutron to form either spin- | or | AA''F states. It is clear that 
in the J = ^ system that all two- body interactions must be spin triplet. 
The J = ^ system is dominated by the spin- singlet A A'' interaction [72, 73]. 
(The NP interaction is a spin triplet, corresponding to a deutron). That is, 
one finds 
r = ^^ : VAA' = V{^ (3.1) 
J'^^l^ •• VAN = \vl,. + ^F.V. . (3.2) 
A direct analysis of available AP bubble chamber scattering data [74, 75] can-
not determine which of the interactions (singlet or triplet) is the stronger. 
The extracted scattering lengths are, in fact, highly correlated [74]. However, 
it was deduced [76] from the pionic weak decay of ^ i / that the ground state 
had J'^ = ,^  . Thus F^ y^  is stronger than Vl;^- in the \H system correspond-
ingly, it was concluded that for the scattering lengths 
I«AP| > k'Apl- (3.3) 
An interesting corollary to the lack of binding in the ANN system is that 
the T,'NN system is also unbound. The T,N interaction is even weaker than 
the AA'' [77]. That is unfortunate, because a bound 12^NN system would be 
unable to decay into AA'^ A' due to charge conservation. Because the hyper-
triton is loosely bound, one expects the system to be sensitive to long range 
interaction. Tensor force effect? are anticipated to be some what smaller than 
those found in the A'"A^  interaction, because of the lack of direct OPE in the 
AA'' channel. On the other hand, AN - EN coupling effects are expected to 
be much more important in hypernuclei than are A^ A^  - A^ 'A coupling effects 
in conventional, non- strange nuclei. The TTIA — ms mass differnce is only 
some 80 MeV and the S width is small compared to that of the A. Elimi-
nating the E channel from the YN force leads to an energy dependence in 
the resulting AN interaction and to ANN three body force. Both effects are 
the subject of current interest in the non- starnge sector. The most com-
plete calculatoion for \H using a AA'' ^ T,N coupled- channel interaction 
are simple separable potential calculation by Dabrowski and fedorynski [78]. 
Although the calculations were not designed to provide quantitative binding 
energy estimates, they showed that AA'^  •<-> T,N conversion could enhance the 
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model \H binding energy by as much as 200 KeV. Because B\{\H) is so 
small, one cannot neglect such effects without further detailed investigation. 
Separable potential model calculations [79] indicate 
1) the dispersive energy dependence that results from embedding the 
coupled- channel AA'^  — EiV potential in a three- body system is repulsive 
and reduces the \H binding energy and 
2) the three- body force due to coupling EA''A'^  states to the ANN state 
is attractive and increases the \H binding. 
Given the small A- separation energy, one is led to inquire whether the hy-
pertriton is bound only because of the hypernuclear {A.NN) three- body 
force. 
The Bochum group [80] has recently demonstrated that the hypertriton is 
not bound when the energy independent Jullich model A is used in Faddeev 
calculation. In addition, the Erlangen group [81] has generated an RGM 
model of the YN interaction which produces approximately the correct \H 
binding. One must have improved constraints on the realstic hyperon- im-
cleon two- body potential models. 
3.2 A=4 Isodoublet: ^H and ^He 
Two particle stable states in the A = A isodoublet provides us with a unique 
opportunity to test our models of the hyperon- nucleon forces. Generating 
both the 0"^  ground state and l"*" excited state within the same model is not 
a trivial exercise, if one is required to utilize forces that reproduce the low 
energy })roi)erties of the YN scattering data. (Such a test of our ability to 
model the non- strange few- body nuclei in terms of the NN interaction does 
not exist). 
A good model should reproduce both the binding energies of the 0^ 
ground state [70, 82] and T^ excited state [86, 87]. This includes the charge 
s\'mmetry breaking (CSB) exhibited by the difference of the measured A-
separation energies. For the ground states one finds: 
ABA = BACHC) - BA{^H) = 2.39(3) - 2M{i)MeV. (3.4) 
The CSB differs between the ground and excited states of this isodoublet. 
Charge symmetry breaking is expected in mirror A hypernuclei (Those pair 
of hypernuclei in which proton number of first hypernuclei is equal to neutron 
number of second hypernuclei and proton number of second is equal to the 
neutron number of first hypernuclei, is known as mirror pair of hypernuclei), 
because of the significant AA^  - T,N coupling. For example, the E+ and 
E~ masses differ by some 10 MeV, and AP couples to the S+N whereas 
AN couples to E~P. The size of the effect is important. Charge symmetry 
breaking in the hypernuclear ground states due to a difference between the 
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AP and AN interactions. \He has one more AF interaction and one less 
AA'^  interaction than does {XH), 
A B A ( 0 + ) = BA(lHe) - B^ilH) ^ mKeV, (3.5) 
is three times larger than (and of opposite sign to) the charge symmetry 
breaking (due to differences between the NN and PP strong interaction) 
deduced from the experimental binding energ\' difference in the ^He —^ H 
nuclear isodoublet correcting for the repulsive coulomb interaction between 
the two protons in ^He, one obtains [83] 
A^^^'^ = [BCH) - Bi^He)] - £^ c - l20KeV. (3.6) 
There is small coulomb correction to ^Bj\, because the coulomb energy 
in \He is expected to be larger (more repulsive) than that occuring in ^He. 
This effect actually increases A 5 A . It has been estimated to be around 20 
KeV [84, 83], yielding a charge symmetry breaking energy difference due to 
the strong interaction of 
AB^^^"{0+) ~ 0.37A/eV. (3.7) 
Table(3.1) lists the A- separation energies for several hypernuclear mirror 
pairs. Because the A is uncharged and resides in the Is shell for the ground 
state, the main contribution to the mass difference is due to the change in 
coulomb energy when the A is added [85:. Thus, for a decrease in radius, tlie 
coulomb energy for the T = ^ component of the isospin doublet increases. 
The table clearly shows this effect is a function of the nuclear charge. In 
principle, it should be possible to measure the change in the radius of the 
nuclear core due to the addition of a .\ by measuring tliis change in the 
coulomb energy. 
As previously noted, the A = 4 isodoublet have particle- stable excited 
states [86, 87]. These provide a further constraint on models of the YN 
interaction. The Ml transition are: 
E^{{H) = 1.04 ± 0.04Mey, E^{\He) = 1.15 ± 0.04Mey. (3.8) 
A simple AiV interaction picture would lead one to predict the l"*" excited 
state is bound more than the actual 0+ ground state. Here, AA'^  - EJV 
coupling plays an important role in addition to the composite nature of the 
trinucleon core states. Significant improvement in the precision of both the 
YN scattering data and the A = A K- separation energies are required before 
detailed conclusion can be drawn from such investigation. 
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Table 3.1: A- separation energies for mirror pairs 
A 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
Z 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
5 
4 
6 
5 
KA 
{He 
iH 
I Li 
\He 
\Be 
\'B 
\'Be 
A <^ 
i'B 
BA 
2.39 ±0.03 
2.04 ± 0.04 
4.18 ±0.10 
6.84 ±0.05 
8.89 ±0.12 
9.11 ±0.22 
10.76 ±0.19 
11.37±0.06 
A 5 A 
0.35 ±0.06 
0.04 ±0.06 
-0.22 ±0.25 
-0.61 ±0.20 
3.3 A=5 : ^He and Overbinding 
\He was the most common light hyper fragment formed in emulsion studies. 
The value of B/i{\He) was determined most reliably because of the avail-
able statistics. The anomaly small binding [70, 82] of the iHe [BA{lHe) = 
3.12MeF] is an enigma. The hard core two body central AN potential is 
able to explain the binding energy of A hypernuclei \H, \H, \He along 
with low energy AP scattering data. The same potential overbinds \Ht' by 
about 3 MeV. Thus we see that the calculated values are too large, and it 
soon become clear that despite various efforts, to find one, no reasonable 
AN interaction model is capable of reproducing simultaneously the binding 
energy (BA) values and the data of low energy scattering. In brief simple 
model calculations based upon AA'' potentials, parameterized to account for 
the low- energy AN scattering data and the binding energy of the A=3, 4 
hypernuclei, overbind iHe by 2- 3 MeV [88]. In the baryon picture, the A 
is distinguishable. All five baryons can coexist in Is states to form the \He 
bound state. (This is contrast to ^He, where only four of the five nucleons 
can reside in the Is shell, and consequently a bound ^He nucleus does not 
exist). We can cure the overbinding problem by including the repulsive three 
body ANN forces, however, the question arises as to whether the hadron 
picture can account for the ^He binding anomaly [89]. That is, one can ask 
whether the \He binding anomaly results in part because of the quark/gluon 
substructure of the baryons. In valance- quark picture only the s- quark of 
A, which is a uds composite, is distinguishable. When combined with the 
12u and d quarks of the ^He core, the u and d quarks of the A may be 
Pauli blocked from Is states. Thus one would predict that the binding of 
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\He should be smaller than would be estimated based upon knowledge AN 
scattering or the binding of \H and \H, where the u and d quarks of the A 
are not Pauli blocked [90]. 
Dalitz [91] with the aim to reduce the discrepancy between the theoretical 
and experimental SA oi\He, investigated the role of central and non- central 
three body ANN force. The contribution of three body forces turned out 
too small to resolve the overbinding problem. 
Bando and Shimodaya [92] have claimed that the realistic ANN interac-
tion characterised by a tensor force could reduce the overbinding oi^He from 
about 2.4 MeV to about 1.4 MeV. Shinmura et. al. [93] including the AN 
tensor force from the boson- exchange model in addition to the AN tensor 
force found Bi,{\He) = 2.4 MeV. 
To distinguish between these two different picture of\He would require 
higher precision YN scattering data and correct model of the hypernuclear 
system. 
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Chapter 4 
Variational Monte Carlo 
Method 
Variational Monte Carlo makes use of a variational wave function and Monte 
Carlo technique to perform the multidimensional integrals required to evalu-
ate expectation values of ground state of few body (A=3,4,5) nuclear system. 
The problem to be solved is the many body nonrelativistic Schrodinger's 
equation 
/ /^o = ( E ^ V 2 m . + 5:Fi,-4- E V;,fc)*o = ^0^0, (4.1) 
t t < j i<j<k 
where, ^o is our many body ground state wave function. Solving this equa-
tion for ^0 quickly becomes daunting task as we move from two to three (;r 
four nucleons. We can introduce a variational wave function, ^y and evaluate 
expectation values in configuration space of the following form 
^ jdml{R)d^,{R) 
where, R = (ri,r2....) is the multidimensional position vector for all of the 
particle in nucleus. Such integrals have 3A dimensions, Equation(4.2) have 
3A dimensional integral and its direct integration is computationally impos-
sible. In particular, we evaluate the expectation values of the Hamiltonian 
to determine the variational energy. The parameters of variational wa\'e 
function are varied to minimize the energy expectation value. This process 
encompasses the technique of variational Monte Carlo (VMC). 
4.1 Variational Monte Carlo Technique 
We use variation method for the approximate determination of the lowest or 
ground state energy of a system 
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Or expectation value of any operator of the form 
< O >= !JE^, (4,4) 
contains the multidimensional integral on the right side. Since direct inte-
gration is computationally prohibitive, therefore Monte Carlo methods are 
used to evaluate the expectation values as follows. 
The trial wave function or the variational wave function as given by equa-
tion (4.11) contains the symmetrized product of two body correlations.Each 
order operators in SY[i<:j{i + Uij) is denoted by p or q. Thus ^p is that com-
ponent of ^ in which the operators act in the order p. Expectation values 
are given by 
The Monte Carlo integration of equation(4.5) is faciliated i.e. can be made 
easier by introducing a probability distribution Wpg{R), which appoximates 
the distribution represented by the wave function, 
The probability function is usually taken to be, 
Wp,{R) = Re{¥^{R)^,{R)), (4.7) 
however, simple ^ might be used in Wpg{R) to reduce the computational ef-
fort. The crux of the Monte Carlo integration of equation(4.5) is to stochasti-
cally sample the probability distribution Wpg{R) and obtain a collection of N 
uncorrelated or independent configuration,{/Jj} using mean value theorem. 
The central idea of Monte Carlo evaluation of integral is that integral may 
be esimated by a sum 
roo W 
< gix) >= / g{x)f{x)dx = E{l/N ^3 g{xn)). (4.8) 
n=l 
The method of using the relation given is as follows, draw a series of random 
variable, Xn from /(x); evaluate g{x) for each x„.The arithmetic mean of 
all the values of g is an estimate of the integral, and the variance of this 
estimates decreases as the number of terms increases. As A^  -> oo, central 
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limit theorem of probability shows that there is a specific limit distribution for 
the observed values of G namely, the normal distribution. Using mean value 
theorem, as A'^  ^  oc equation(4.5) can be reduced to sum over independent 
configuration as follows 
<d>= '' ^,. ^"r^""^—• (4-9) 
1 /,vE;-=i 'i'l(^)».(^) 
lVp,(R,) 
Since we can not evaluate an infinite number of samples, our expectation 
value, < O > has a sampling error which we approximate as the standard 
deviationa. We have relation 
(7^  = VaT{0) 
i.e 
•< o^ > _ < (-) >2 
a = N- 1 
1/2 
(4.10) 
X'arious techniques for sampling probability distribution (i.e, composi-
tion of random variable, rejection technique, multivariate distribution fc 
M{RTy^ algorithm) can be found in Kalos & Whitelock [94]. The technique 
of great utility in sampling complicated distributions such as in our work 
is the A/(/?r)^ algorithm i.e. Metropolis technique developed by Metropo-
lis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller and Teller [95]. Below the steps in the 
Metropolis algorithm are outlined. 
1. We begin with a set of particle positions R, operator orders p & q ;and 
the corresponding weight, \Vp^{R). 
2. A new point, R' is generated from R by randomly moving each particle 
within a step size £. 
x\ = X, + (C, - l/2)£, 
y\ = m + (C2 - i/2)£, 
.^' = 2t + (C3-l/2)A 
where each Q is a random number between 0 and 1. New operator orders, p' 
and q' are ranomly generated and the weight Wpig'{R') of new configuration 
is constructed. 
3. The ratio of the new weight to the old weight is compared to a random 
number between 0 and l.If the ratio is greater than the random number, 
the new configuration is accepted otherwise, the old is regarded as the new 
configuration. 
4. This process (steps 2-3) is repeated several times (~10) until! an indepen-
dent configuration is generated. In other words, auto correlation is minimized 
up to satisfaction. 
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The step size is, i, is adjusted such that 50% of the con Hguratioii are 
accepted. If the step size is too small, most of the steps will be accepted, but 
the full configuration space will not be adequately sampled. If the step size 
is too big, most of the step will be outside the nucleus and thus be rejected; 
and once again the distribution will be inadequately sampled. 
4.1.1 The Variational Wave Function 
Any two body function can be represented as a correlation operator acting 
on an uncorrelated state. We can generalize this idea to multiparticle wave 
functions by writing our wave function as a product of correlation operators 
acting on an uncorrelated state $ 
where. Fij is two body correlation operator, which induces correlations ac-
cording to the operators in our interaction, $ is an antisymmetric Slater 
determinant of single particle state, and S indictes a symmetrized product 
over pairs. In general, the F^ '^s may not comumte. When $ is antisynmietric, 
the product of F^'s must be synmietric to maintain the antisymmetric be-
haviour of the overall wave function ^ ^ When A < 4, $ is just the spatially 
independent Slater determinent of the spin and isospin state. For example, 
(j) for 'He is given by 
$ 
nt 
n t 
nt 
nt 
n i 
n 1 
n i 
n i 
v\ 
/'t 
p^ 
p^ 
pi 
pi 
pi 
pi 
For A > 5, spatial dependence must be included in the correlated state $ 
in order to obtain a fully antisymmetric wave function. $ is chosen to be 
independent of the center of mass so that ^ .^ has no center of mass motion. 
The variational wave function for ^He is given by 
1^  >= n (1 + U^^) 
. 1 = 1 
s n (1+c/,,) 
in 
^ j > , (4.12) 
l'^ ^ >= n/c'(r.A) n ' /c(r , ,MI$^- ' >, 
t=i t<i 
(4.13) 
is Jastraw type wave function. The label IT stands for independent triplet 
product of (1 +Uijk}. The SU represents a symmetrized product of the non-
commutating operators UijUijk, • • •• The ^tj^-^-' > is a slater determinant, 
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where A is the antisymmetrization operator running over nucleons 
A\^^-' >= A[{n t) i(n i^p t)3(p 1)4]- (4.14) 
The three baryon correlation corresponding to three baryon interaction both 
have the same structure, albeit they differ through the range c of the cutoff 
functions T,r(^) and YT^iR)- The three baryon correlations can be written as 
UijB = eBVijB, (4.15) 
where, the subscript B stands for N and A both. For Uij and Ui\ we choose 
[96, 14] 
U^j = E^u,{r,J)0^^, (4.16) 
p=2 
UiA = a^u^{riA)aA.ai + up^{riA)P^, (4.17) 
with 
.A h Js K = ~^JK^- (4-18) 
In equation(4.17), second term is the AA'' exchange correlation. The tensor 
part of A A'' potential is very weak as compared to NN potential. This is 
because the short range K and K* exchanges are of opposite sign and almost 
cancel each other. However, in case of NN interaction TT and p - exchan,u;e 
tensor components differ because of their mass difference and do not ^rt 
cancelled. The solutions of schrodinger equations 
2 
[ ^ ^ V^ + w,(t)(rA;v) + 6'AA:]/,^(,) = 0, (4.19) 
with quenched AA" potentials in singlet and triplet states, respectively are 
J-^ and J^ . Therefore, the spin-averaged correlation function is defined as 
/A ^ It^^ (4 20) 
where, potential Vg^t) is quenched in the two pion parts of the central and 
spin channels 
vt{r) = a^Vcir) - (aa^w - \a^v^)T^{r), (4.21) 
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and 
2 
A,V 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - (4-22) (l+exp( "'^'^)) 
The 6'Aiv is such that the A-n ucleon correlations in equation(4.12) has the 
asymptotic behavior required by the (A-1) body Schrodinger equation 
/ A A ' ~ ^"""^ exp-/^AArr. (4.23) 
Also in Uij, a central three-body correlation is folded as 
Uij-^ n h'^U,,. (4.24) 
4.2 The Hamiltonian 
We use the nonrelativistic, many-body hamiltonian of the following form 
H = Ef- + J2vi,+ J2 Vm + H^, (4.25) 
where Hj^ is the Hamiltonian due to presence of A particle and is written as 
H A = T A + ^ T ; , A + E ^ U A - (4-26) 
i=\ i<j 
The various terms of the Hamiltonian are elaborated in the following sub-
sections. 
4.2.1 The NN Potential 
Early Argonne and Urbana models of NN interactions were fit to the n-p 
scattering data in the T = 0 channels. These fits produced potentials which 
did not accurately reproduce the p-p scattering data since the n-p interaction 
is slightly more attractive than the p-p interaction. The Argonne and Urbana 
models break the NN interaction into three terms 
I'A'A' = v^ + vr + vs, (4.27) 
where, i)^  is OPE term, VT is attractive,intermediate range two pion exchange 
part and vs is repulsive short range part. The interaction is expanded in 
terms of operators which are functions of the spin, isospin and angular mo-
mentum, 
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v^,=Y.^v[r^Mr (4-28) 
p 
The long range part of the Argonne 1^14 is given by the usual one pion 
exchange 
vl = S^^X, , ( r . . r , ) . (4.29) 
For nuclear part of the Hamiltonian, we use A^ 'A'" potential. The A^ A^  poten-
tial contains the ^ ^ first six terms of the Argonne v^ [97] potential and a 
coulomb part, 
^^3 = E M^iMj + ^ c o u i m 6 ( r i , ) 0 - " ' . (4 .30) 
In the Argonne v\^ model, the interaction is expressed in terms of fourteen 
isoscalar operators and four isospin symmetry breaking terms. The fourteen 
isoRcalar operators are given by 
Oj='' '^ = [1, (a,.a,), (L.5), L\ L%.a,), (1.5)'] ® [1, (r,.T,)], (4.31) 
O g - ' = i ( H - r , , ) ( l + r,,), (4.32) 
and 
Sij = Z{ai.fij){aj.fij) - {ai.Oj), (4.33) 
is the tensor operator. The isospin symmetry is broken by one isotensor and 
three isovector operators 
^^ P=i5,i8 ^ T,j,T,j{a,.a,),T,jS^„ (r,, + r, ,) , (4.34) 
where, Ttj is the isotensor operator given by 
Tij = 3Ti,Tj, - (Ti.Tj). (4.35) 
The isotensor terms include corrections for the mass difference between 
charged and neutral pions, while the isovector term, fit to the A''A'' scatter-
ing length, is assumed to arise from p-uj and TTQ - 77 — T?' mixing . Finally, 
the isospin symmetry breaking due to the proton-neutron mass difference is 
accounted for by using the kinetic energy operator, 
T = - ^ U - + —)V? + ( - - — ) r . V ^ (4.36) 
4 ^ mp m„ nip m„ 
The A separation energy, B^, of a hypernucleus is then given by 
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Our goal is to calculate Bf, using the variational principle for the two 
components of equation(4.37). Several realistic, phenomenological model of 
NN interaction (Bonn,Paris, Argonne, Urbana) have been developed based 
on the idea of using Boson exchange interaction to fit the NN scattering 
data. Early on it was discovered that the long range features of the NN 
interaction could be explained in terms of one pion exchange between tlie 
nucleons. In order to properly fit the observed A'^A'^  scattering data, this idea 
was extended to include T], p, uj. a and a' mesons (Bonn), where a and af 
are hypothetical scalar mesons introduced to approximate two pion exchange 
interaction due to heavier mesons is of the order of the proton radius, the 
approach of the Argonne and Urbana models has been to retain the one pion 
exchange (OPE) interaction term. 
4.2.2 The NNN Potential 
Exact calculation of nuclear ground stateiiave shown that two body potential 
alone are insufficient to obtained observed binding energies of light nuclei. 
The inclusion of three body potential is of particular importance in the study 
of nuclear ground states since there is large cancellation between the kinetic 
energy and the two body potential energy. In the Urbana models, the three 
body force is broken in to two terms 
Vijk = V^l + V,f„ (4.38) 
where. \'-jl. is the attractive two pion exchange three nucleon interaction. 
The I'rhana model assumes the V^^l is to liave the Fujita Miyazawa form. 
^ ' 5 = E -•i-..({A',„ A',,}, {{Ti.T,), [Tj.Tk]} + ~[X,j,X,k], [(r..r,), (r^.r^)]), 
cyr 
(4.39) 
Xij = Y,{rij)iai.aj) + T^{r,,)S,,, (4.40) 
where, y-n[T) and T.„{r) are the Yukawa tensor functions respectively. These 
function are taken from the pion exchange part of the two nucleon interaction 
and contain short range cut offs. 
The Fujita Miyazawa term assesses contribution from diagram such as 
Fig(4.1) where the two pion excite and deexcite a delta resonance. The 
second term, l^j^. is purely phenomenological. It is assumed to be spin-
independent and of intermediate range, 
eye 
At presently only a few observable can be calculated accurately enough to 
determine the unknown parameters in Vijk-
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The simple Urbaiia model has only two parameter, A2n is adjusted to 
reduce saturation density of nuclear matter. It is hoped that studies of five 
to eight body nuclei will give additional information needed to estimate the 
strength of the other possible terms in Vij^. 
% 
K 
A 
Figure 4.1: Simplest two pion exchange three body diagram 
4.2.3 T h e AA^ A^  three body potential : 
When the two virtual pions, emitted by the A particles are absorbed by each 
of the two nucleons i.e two neighbouring nucleons, it gives rise to three body 
\NN force as shown in Fig(4.2). AA'.V three body force should be added to 
the description of A- nucleus interaction . These are not necessarily genuine 
three body forces since they partly arise from an elimination of the E- nucleus 
channel. 
N 
N 
n 
lE,Z 
7C^~ 
N 
N 
Figure 4.2: The three body AA'^ A'' force 
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The intermediate liyperonic state, represented by a blob in the figure(4.2), 
can be a E as well as any of the / = 1, S=-l E*resonance. The first such 
resonance is a TTA" resonance E*(1385) , analogous to A'^ *(1236) in the nN 
system. Discussion of ANN three body forces in the litrature has concen-
trated on TPE, where the inter .mediate blob is given by E and E*(1385) 
[98]. Physically the inclusion of TPE ANN force in a realistic A- nuclear 
calculation is important since force senses region of AN configuration, which 
are almost asymptotic for any two body AA'^  interaction. In order for the di-
agram Fig(4.2) to be operative, each of the nucleon must be localized within 
a fairly large distance of the h/mT^c ^ 1.4 fm from the A. These arising 
from projecting (eliminating) out the £, A,... degrees of freedom from cou-
pled channel formalism. For AA^ A^  potential Bodmer et. al. [99] took two 
types of AA'^TV forces with wigner type potential namely dispersive type and 
two-pion exchange type ANN potential. 
(A) Dispersive AA'^ iV force {Vj^j^;^) 
These are associated with suppression of the TPE AiVA'^  potential arising 
from modification (dispersion) of the intermediate E, A,,... by the medium 
(a second nucleon A2) as in figure(4.3) consistent with the suppression \ '^^ y^ -
is expected to be repulsive. 
Figure 4.3: supression of the TPE AA^A'' potential arising from modification 
of the intermediate E, A .... by the medium 
A new feature of dispersive AA'A'^  forces [13] is that we not only con-
sider spin independent forces but also spin dependent forces, depending on 
the nucleon spins, which are suggested by the suppression mechanism tine to 
AN — 'SN coupling. Consider the phenomenological form of two types disper-
sive ANN potential one is spin independent and second is spin dependent. 
The spin independent interaction is given as 
VA""^^ = WoT^{n^)T^ir2A), (4.42) 
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where, WQ is the strength of the potential, and the spin dependent interaction 
is written as 
V^%- = V;V[1 + ^^A-(< i^ + ^2)], (4.43) 
the V'/^ yv' <^  ^J6VN s^ re equivalent for spin zero core nuclei e.g {\Ht,\ Be,D). 
The spin dependent form V/^ ^y is obtained by assuming the dispersive 
(suppression) modification act only for triplet ANi states (figure(4.3)) and 
symmetrizing between Ni & A^ 2- The spin dependence is simply phenomeno-
logical representation of the effect which arises by suppression of V/^^N pre-
dominantly in the state as a result of assuming that VAN is dominated by 
the OPE. The AA'' — T,N transition potential with its characteristic strong 
tensor component. 
(B) Two-pion exchange ANN forces (V'^I-M) 
It consists of two parts corresponding to s and p wave TTA interaction 
yANN = yjp + ^s. (4.44) 
"6 ^> = -(i)(^i-^2)[^iA,XM], (4.45) 
C,(ri.r2)((Ti.riA)(a2.r2A)(//riA + l)(;/r2A + l)U(^-iA)i^('^2A) ^. , „ . 
w, = r^  , (4.40) 
(/iriA//r2A)^ 
Y,{r) = ^^P(~^^)(i - exp(-cT'^)), (4.47) fir 
{A,D] = AD + DA (4.48) 
and 
A',A = (fr,-^A)5';(r,A)) + 5,Ar,(r,A), (4.49) 
V^NN = Cp{^ + 3 cos' 9 - l]n{nA)n{r2A)]Y,{n^)YAr2A), (4.50) 
where Y{r) is the OPE Yukawa function and cos^ = riAr2A and Cp=l-2Me\'. 
The component Wg is quite weak and therefore we neglect it. For Cp there 
are theoretical as well as experimental estimates and for V(/p there is only one 
phenomenological estimate. The two pion exchange AA'^ A^  potential has been 
shown in Fig(4.4). 
The NNN potential is of Urbana type, which consists of dispersive and 
two pion exchange terms 
Vm = V,f, + V^l, (4.51) 
.^?. = E^oT,^M^'M> (4-52) 
Kfk =T.M{Xij,^Jk}{r^.r„TJ.rk} + ^[X,,-,X,-,[r,.r,-, r.-.r^]), (4.53) 
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Figure 4.4: TPE A''A^  potential 
where squre bracket represent commutator [A,B]=AB-BA. The constant AQ 
and Uf) have values -0.0333 and 0.0038 in Urbana model [100]. 
A couple of conclusions may be drawn on the AA'^ A'^  force: 
• The TPE AA'^ A'' forces V^ J^ ^^ r are not adequate for the overbindiiig of 
^He . Therefore, for any value of Cp it is not possible to get an agreement 
with DA (lUe) . 
• \He requires strongly repulsive ANN dispersive forces where strengtli 
Widoes not depend sensitively on the strength Cp of Vj^^j^r. 
Variational Monte Carlo calculation [101] for the ground and excited state 
binding energies of s-shell hypernuclei using a new form of dispersive spin 
dependent non central AA''A'' force have been made to study its effect on 
rlie overbindiiig problem of ^He and on the spin dependece of AA'^  force. A 
detailed analysis shows that the strengtli of the dispersive A7VA'' force can be 
adjusted to resolve the overbinding problem using two body correlation alone. 
Consequently, the ambiguity in the strength of the dispersive force to the 
0"*" — 1"*" spin flip splitting of A = 4 hypernuclei is not uniquely determined. 
Further D^ data favour a small spin dependence of the AA'^  potential, a 
situation characteristically similar to other version of dispersive ANN. 
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Chapter 5 
Results and Discussion 
As described in the previous chapter, we perform a variational Monte Carlo 
study of ^He hypernucleus using two- and three- baryon realistic interactions 
and correlations. The three-baryon ANN force which has a strong tensor 
dependence compared with its counterpart in nonstrange sector (NNN force), 
plays an interesting role and must be thoroughly investigated. It eliminates 
the overbinding of the hypernucleus known as A=5 anomaly. We calculate 
ground-state energy oi\He hypernucleus and ''He nucleus. Table 5.1 and 
5.2 show various components of the energy for these two bound systems 
with strangeness and no strangeness, respectively. The calculated binding 
energies of these nuclei turn out to be -30.28 ± .03 MeV and -27.24 ± 0.02 
MeV. respectively. Thus A binding energy D^ turns out to be 3.0 ±0.05 
M(A'. which is very close to the experimental, value i.e. D\ 3.12 ± 0.02 
.Me\'. 'J'his we obtain with Wo=0.015 and Cp=0.70. In a previous study 
of Ismaiii 15], strengths WQ =0.015 and Cp— 0.6 were used to reproduce 
the ex])eriniental value^ but with only va part of the Argonne potential. In 
that study, for H'o=O.Ol5 the estimated strength Cp giving experimental D,\ 
was ]Medicted between 0.6-0.75. Also, for WQ =0.015 and Cp= 0.7, same 
study yields B/^ = 3.2 ±0.1 MeV. Thus, in case of full Argonne potential 
the B,\ is off by 0.2 ± 0.15 MeV with that of its vo value, which is small. 
Therefore, strengths determined in the study of Usmani [15] with the help of 
another study by Usmani[15] and Usmani, Pieper and Usmani [14] has been 
confirmed here in to any significant departure. The expectation value of the 
V7_,8 terms of the Argonne potential in ''He is 1.28 ± 0.8 MeV and in ^He it 
is 0.6 ±0.4 MeV. These two cancel leaving a small residual while subtracting 
the binding energies of f^ He and ^He for the BA value. 
The previous studies [15, 14] suggest that the ATViV interaction signifi-
cantly polarizes the nuclear core and pushes away the nucleons towards lower 
density regions, both at the periphery and in the center of the hypernuclei 
^He and ]^0. The effect is sensitive to the strenghts of both dispersive and 
two pion exchange parts of the ANN interaction. The corref)onding ANN 
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correlation, which has the same form as the interaction U^^rf^ ^ eV/^^!^ 
(wliere e is a constant), is also found to have a strong effect on binding en-
ergies 5A = %"1X>^ - ^ S ^ ' <^f the hypernuclei, which determine the 
strengths of the interactions. We also calculate binding energy of the nu-
clear core CHe) in the hypernucleus, whose binding energy turns out to be-
21.40±0.07 MeV. However, binding enegy of''He nucleus is obtained with the 
same interaction, is—BA = 27.20 ±0.02 MeV. Therefore, polarization energy 
5.8 ± 0.12 MeV is obtained which is significaltly large. From the Tables the 
polarizations in kinetic energy', Vjj and Vij^ are 19.0 ±0.5 MeV, —12.12 ±0.7 
MeV and —0.9 ± 0.08 MeV, respectively. In Wy, the polarization is mainly 
due to the polarization in the central piece of the two-body potential which 
is -12.2 ±0.7 MeV. 
Among the variational parameters, the quenching factors for the two-body 
AN central and spin potentials are: 
ac = 0.94, a^ = 0.68. (5.1) 
The singlet and triplet healing distance are 3.50 fm, , exchange healing dis-
tance= 2.80fni. The epsilone for exchange potential is 0.30. Two-body NN 
correlation already defined is Utj = IIp=2 '^P^P(^U)^I^) where /5p is the multi-
plier corresponding to each operator. It remains the same for both ''He and 
^He. Multipliers for the NA pair correlations both central and spin-spin are 
unity. The parameters of the asymptotic behaviour of two- body NA corre-
lation has: K,^^•= 0.0180, ly^^•= 0.610, CAN= 3.5000, RM^-= 0.21000, a^^• = 
1.2000. For three-body correlation, variational parameters corresponding 
to dispersive and TPE term, are: t (^ ,v.v= -000154. CAV.V= -0.0028, rscal= 
0.7400 and uscal=0.6000. 
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Table 5,1: Energy table for ^He for Wo=OmbO,Cs =^0-300 Q,Cp=Q.7QQ0 
Kinetic Energy TA 
AN Potential Energy 
Total VjA 
AiVjVPotential 
Total I'A.VA' Potential 
VAN + VA/VW 
Total A-Energy 
Nuclear core Kinetic Energy 
Two-body potential energy 
Three-body potential energy 
Nuclear Core Energy 
Total Energy 
Central part 
Exchange part 
Spin Part 
^ ^NN 
v6 
i'7_i8+Coulomb 
Vij 
Vijk 
8.03 ±0.09 
-12.53 ±0.13 
-4.74 ±0.06 
-0.05 
-17.32 ±0.19 
2.59 ± 0.04 
-2.21 ±0.04 
0.39 ± 0.04 
-16.93 31 0.23 
-8.91 ±0.11 
115.05 ±0.45 
-132.09-0.45 
1.28 = 0,87 
-130.81-0,42 
— 5,57 rr 0,05 
-21,33 = 0,12 
-30,24 = 0,05 
Table 5.^  
Kinetic Energy 
Two-body potential energy 
Three-body potential energy 
Total Energy 
I: Energy table foi 
v6 
z;7_i8±Coulomb 
Vij 
V^jk 
-"He 
96.13 ±0.30 
-119.28 ±0.30 1 
0.60 ±0.40 
-118,69 ±0,29 
-4.68 ± 0.03 
-27.24 ±0.02 i 
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